SolutIon BRIeF
Intel® Core™ vPro™ processors

Global manufacturer lowers costs,
increases productivity with Stratix
Field Service application
Intel-powered, ruggedized laptops enhance processing speed, reliability, and battery life
ChallengeS

business requirements
SolutIonS

time for a technology refresh

“The capacity of the device
from a memory and processing
perspective, as well as the
long battery life, were major
considerations for the
customer.”

same type of handheld device and mobile
of life.
When the company wanted to add

and the flexibility we could provide to
their business.”

Vendor-agnostic solution
provides flexibility
software and solutions partner for
mobility, with nearly three decades of
system provides customers with the
device (smartphone, laptop, or tablet)

—Gina Daniel-Lee
Corporate Director of Strategic Alliances,
Stratix Corporation

requirements.

when they discovered the Field Service

“The customer stopped midstream when

time to provide additional functionality.”

Greater technician productivity,
lower support costs

aBout StRatIX

more than 28 years. Whether it’s

Once the software was chosen, the
company had the flexibility to select
from a wide array of hardware options.
Stratix helped the company evaluate
numerous hardware platforms before the

Service application software, more
every day.
service technicians have what they
need to be successful.

which include advanced security features.

exceptional performance and
that can help them ensure the success of
this deployment for years to come,” said

maintenance, and updates.

greater productivity,
easier integration

business needs today, but also to protect
their data in the cloud well into the

select Stratix Field Service validated that

“The capacity of the device from a

considerations for the customer,” said

improvement in technician productivity.
The new form factor is expected to lower

industry brands to the table with

support services will enable the company
to reduce its internal support costs.

to come.”

The new solution enables many other

ongoing support
new mobile device and Stratix Field
manufacturer chose to adopt Stratix’s
services.

Intel ®

®

was able to combine and streamline
its reactive and planned service

learn more about Stratix Field Service
Visit www.stratixcorp.com for more
information.

